Information about my dog
These forms have been designed to provide as much information as possible about your pet for any carer, so
that your pet’s routine is disrupted as little as possible, but also any carer is aware of any behavioural issues with
your pet. It is best to complete one form for each pet as they all have different needs.

Title

Name

Surname

Address:
Postcode:
Other people who know my dog well:
Name

Phone Number

Relationship to me

Identification:
Name:

Breed:

Age:

Gender:

My dog is neutered: Yes:

Colour:
No:

Microchip Number:
My dog’s vaccinations are up to date:
Yes:

No:

Next Booster due:

The vaccination card is in this file

Vet Details:
Name of vet:
Practice name & address:

Postcode:

Phone number:

Payment Arrangements
I have made the following arrangements for payment of any bills relating to the care of my dog:

Insurance
My dog has insurance to cover veterinary fees: Yes:

No:

The Policy details are in the file

Insurers Details:
Insurer:

Policy No:

Insurer address:

Postcode:

Phone number:

Renewal date:

Max amount:

Current Medication

Give details of any regular ongoing medication your pet receives. If your pet is receiving short term medication,
such as a course of antibiotics, it is best to put that on a ‘Post –it’ note on the front of that pet’s form so it can be
removed when the course is finished

Condition

Medication/description

Dosage

Frequency

Other allergies/conditions and current treatment

Feeding
The food is kept in:
My dog’s feeding routine:
Time of Day

My dog’s bowl is:
The bowl is usually placed:
Other feeding info:

Type of Food

Amount

Going for Walks
Collar

Lead

Kept in
My Dog’s exercise routine
Time of Day

Where we go

How long

My dog can go off lead with someone they don't know: Yes:
My dog can be walked with other dogs: Yes:

No:

No:

Any other information about walking my dog

Behavior: In the home
Daytime sleeping place
Nighttime sleeping place
Handling: My dog is happy to be touched all over Yes

Grooming: My dog is happy to be groomed

My dog goes to this groomers every

Yes

No

No

(if no, please provide details)

(if no, please provide details)

(Please provide details of groomers)

General: Be careful of my dog when trying to (indicate occasions when your dog might growl or snap)

Leaving at home: My dog can be left at home alone Yes
My dog is normally left for

No

hours

Our leaving routine is:

Furniture: My dog is allowed on the furniture

Yes

No

My dog is only allowed on the

(if yes, please provide details)

when I say so.

Rooms: My dog is allowed anywhere in the house Yes

No

My dog is not allowed in the following rooms:

Garden: My dog needs to be on a lead in the garden

Yes

No

Additional information about my dog in the garden

Travelling in the car (delete as appropriate)
My dog has never been in the car

My dog happily travels in the car

My dog travels in the

My dog does not like being in the car

My dog is secured by

When travelling in the car my dog will:

With People
General (delete as appropriate) My dog is fine with all people
My dog may show aggression towards:

My dog is wary of some people but will not be aggressive

My dog should not be allowed to meet any people because:

Children (tick as appropriate)
My dog is not used to children and should not interact with them
My dog is used to children aged

and

is

/

is not

comfortable around them.

My dog is used to all children but should never be left unsupervised with them
Any other information about my dog and people:

With other Animals
My dog has lived with other dogs Yes

No

My dog is fine around other dogs Yes

No

Yes

No

My dog is fine around other dogs when off lead but not on the lead

Yes

No

My dog is very excitable around other dogs but is not aggressive

Yes

No

My dog is not good around other dogs so we avoid them on our walks Yes

No

With cats

When around other dogs my dog will:

When around cats my dog will:

Other animals – my dog will chase:

Other useful information or history about my dog and other animals

Toileting: My Dog will toilet in the garden: Yes

No

Areas preferred

My dog will toilet on the lead: Yes

No

My dog’s toileting commands are:

Any useful commands your dog understands

Other things that may affect my dog's behavior (e.g. Fireworks, thunder, traffic etc)

